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Roberta Schuhmann
born on 02/01/1990 in Bonn, Germany
participated in the Youth Initiative
Stay Clean!.
The activity took place from 02/02/2009
to 05/05/2009 in Bonn, Germany.

Youth Initiatives
Within the European 'Youth in Action' Programme, Youth Initiatives offer young people an opportunity to create
and carry out a non-profit-making, voluntary activity for the benefit of their local community. Through Youth
Initiatives young people 'think global, act local', stimulate social and cultural change in their reality. They acquire
experiences, skills, knowledge and attitudes beneficial for their personal and professional life.
The core of Youth Initiatives lays in youth autonomy and active participation - young people themselves initiate,
prepare, realise and evaluate projects. By putting their own ideas into practice young people express their
creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship.
Participating in a Youth Initiative provides a non-formal education experience. It makes young people aware of
wider, European realities, facilitates the integration of youth in society and through that offers the added value
of a European Dimension. Youth Initiatives are quality-checked regarding content criteria.
Youth Initiatives could also be carried out in a network with European partners and through this creating an
extra platform for exchanging ideas, practice and experiences between local communities all over Europe.

mandatory
Coach

The ID of this certificate is 4UJ4-4U4Q-X52J-SCWD.
If you want to verify the ID, please go to the web site of Youthpass:
http://www.youthpass.eu/qualitycontrol/

Youthpass is a Europe-wide validation system for non-formal learning
within the EU 'Youth in Action' Programme. For further information,
please have a look at http://www.youthpass.eu.
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This document certifies that Roberta Schuhmann took part in the Youth Initiative Stay Clean! organised by
JUGEND für Europa.

Project description
The aim and the specific objectives of the project were:
mandatory
This project is a Transnational Youth Initiative organised between the following partners:
mandatory
The main activities of the Youth Initiative were:
mandatory
Please find here more about the project achievements:
optional
The support organisation of this Youth Initiative project was:
optional
The Youth Initiative project was co-funded by:
optional

mandatory
Person in charge of the project
Bonn, 08/04/2010
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The following pages contain the reflection of the learning outcomes of Roberta Schuhmann gained in the
Youth Initiative Stay Clean!.
Task / responsibility of Roberta Schuhmann:
optional
Trainings and / or workshops Roberta Schuhmann took part in:
optional
During the Youth Initiative Roberta Schuhmann developed the following competences. This process was
supported by a mutual dialogue with first name last name (optional).

Communication in mother tongue
Through my communication with printing companies, I got more acquainted with the terms used in “business
German” and in the field of media design.

Communication in foreign languages
This was the first time that I ever communicated in English outside of school. Through the project I had the
possibility to apply and to improve my English skills by talking to and exchanging e-mails with young people
from other countries. Step by step, I became more confident in expressing myself in the foreign language.

Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and
technology
Since I was in charge of the budget for the brochure, I dealt with printing prices, numbers of brochures etc.
Like that, I developed my calculation skills.

Learning to learn
Throughout the project, I was confronted with new challenges: Communicating in a foreign language, using
advanced functions of computer programmes, creating a high-quality publication for a wider public, dealing
with budgets. These were tasks I had never done before and for which I had to discover new knowledge – on
her my and with the help of the team.
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Social and civic competences
I experienced how to work best in a team and with international partners. Last but not least, I enjoyed interacting
with young people sharing my experience with the aim to contribute to a greater awareness on drug-related
issues in the local community.

Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
Liaising with media design companies, I became more confident contacting and interacting with professionals
in this field.

Cultural awareness and expression
For the first time, I interacted with young people living in other countries. I had the opportunity to discover
cultural differences and similarities and to discuss different national realities. Learning more about other
countries, I became more aware of my own cultural background.

Roberta Schuhmann
Name of the young person
Bonn, 08/04/2010

References
optional
Further information and original documents on the Key competences for Lifelong Learning can be found at:
http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-policy/doc42_en.htm
Further information about the EU 'Youth in Action' Programme can be found at:
http://ec.europa.eu/youth/index_en.html and about Youthpass at: http://www.youthpass.eu
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